Graduate programs in Geography:

- Health
- Geovisualization
- Remote Sensing
- Land Use/Land Cover Change
- Geospatial Data Mining
- Spatial Data Analytics
- Geocomputation
- Geocomputation
- Land Use/Land Cover Change

www.geo.txstate.edu

geography@txstate.edu

GIScience

MAGeo
MS
PhD
Chow (chow@txstate.edu): geocomputation, hazards, environmental modeling, human dynamics

Currit (currit@txstate.edu): remote sensing, land cover change, human-environment systems

Giordano (ag22@txstate.edu): spatial humanities, cartography, historical GIS, spatial forensic anthropology

Jensen (jjensen@txstate.edu): lidar, remote sensing, biogeography, land use/land cover change

Lu (yl10@txstate.edu): urban & regional studies, crime, health, China & East Asia

Savelyev (savelyev@txstate.edu): geovisualization, geovisual analytics, cartography

Yuan (yuan@txstate.edu): spatio-temporal data mining, human mobility modeling & travel behavior

Zhan (zhan@txstate.edu): health/medical geography, GIScience, spatial data science, transportation, hazards reduction, China
Boehm (rb03@txstate.edu): geographic education, powerful geography, applied geography

Muñiz-Solari (os14@txstate.edu): informal geography education, learning methods, online geography education

Solem (msolem@txstate.edu): career & professional development, assessment, standards & curriculum

Jo (ijo@txstate.edu): spatial thinking, assessment, teacher education, geospatial technologies for education

National Center for Research

in Geography Education

Texas Alliance for Geographic Education
Graduate programs in Geography:

- MAGeo
- MS
- PhD

Physical Geography:
- Biogeography
- Climatology
- Geomorphology

%- Natural Hazards
- Water Resources
- Environmental Change

www.geo.txstate.edu

graphy@txstate.edu
Ballinger (tballinger@txstate.edu):
Arctic change, cryosphere-climate interactions, synoptic climatology

Dixon (rd11@txstate.edu):
climatology, meteorology, hazards, oceanography, environmental geography, quantitative methods

Julian (Jason.Julian@txstate.edu):
water resources, riverscapes, parks & protected places, geomorphology, land change science

Li (yanan.li@txstate.edu):
glacial geomorphology, paleo-climate & environmental change, digital terrain analysis

Loftus (tloftus@txstate.edu):
conservation, water resources, watershed planning & analysis, environmental geography

Meitzen (kmeitzen@txstate.edu):
river processes and connectivity, environmental flows, conservation biogeography
Graduate programs in Geography:

- MA Geo
- MS
- PhD

www.geo.txstate.edu

geography@txstate.edu

Human Geography

Population & Migration | Latin America
Landscapes & Land | Urban Geography
Management
Blanchard (rb06@txstate.edu): economic geography, location analysis, international trade, historical geography, relations & development

Blue (sblue@txstate.edu): migration, immigration policy, agroecology, Cuba & Latin America, political economy

Devine (devine@txstate.edu): sustainable development, conservation, Central America, drug trafficking, critical social theory

Giordano (ag22@txstate.edu): spatial humanities, cartography, historical GIS, spatial forensic anthropology

Hagelman (rh46@txstate.edu): environmental geography, natural hazards, disasters recovery, urban environment

Lu (yl10@txstate.edu): urban & regional studies, crime, health, China & East Asia

Muñiz-Solari (os14@txstate.edu): population, economic geography flows, transportation, world regional networks, Latin America

Myles (cch64@txstate.edu): land & environmental management, rural-urban interface, political ecology, food & fermented landscape, qualitative methods

Sarmiento (ers89@txstate.edu): cultural geography, political ecology, urban development, social theory, economic geography

Tiefenbacher (jt04@txstate.edu): geography of viniculture, historical ethnic landscapes, geography of genealogy

Weaver (rcweaver@txstate.edu): neighborhood change, land use policy, community geography, community economic development
Graduate programs in Geography:

MA Geo
MS
PhD

www.geo.txstate.edu
geography@txstate.edu

Environmental Geography

Nature & Society
Land Use Change
Natural Resources & Conservation

Hazards
Sustainability
Env Management & Policy
Blanchard (rb06@txstate.edu): coastal zone, natural resources, energy resources, environmental history, conservation, hazards

Devine (devine@txstate.edu): community resource management, protected area governance, political ecology, conservation

Dixon (rd11@txstate.edu): climatology, meteorology, hazards, oceanography, environmental geography, quantitative methods

Hagelman (rh46@txstate.edu): environmental geography, natural hazards, disaster recovery, urban environment

Julian (Jason.Julian@txstate.edu): parks & protected places, water resources, environmental policy, land use change & conservation

Loftus (tloftus@txstate.edu): conservation, water resources, watershed planning & analysis, environmental geography

Meitzen (kmeitzen@txstate.edu): river processes & connectivity, environmental flows, conservation biogeography

Myles (ccch64@txstate.edu): food & fermented landscape, political ecology, rural-urban interface, qualitative methods, land & environmental management

Sarmiento (ers89@txstate.edu): cultural geography, political ecology, urban development, social theory, economic geography

Tiefenbacher (jt04@txstate.edu): geography of environmental problems, spatial responses to climate change, environmental perception & behavior

Weaver (rcweaver@txstate.edu): neighborhood change, land use policy, community geography, community economic development
Graduate programs in Geography:

- MAGeo
- MS
- PhD

Hazards & Disasters

- Emergency Management
- Impacts of Disasters
- Disaster Recovery

Hazard Perception

www.geo.txstate.edu

geography@txstate.edu
Blanchard ([rb06@txstate.edu](mailto:rb06@txstate.edu)): natural & environmental hazards, emergency management, risk analysis & management, risk communication, historical disaster studies

Blue ([sblue@txstate.edu](mailto:sblue@txstate.edu)): migration, immigration policy, agroecology, Cuba & Latin America, political economy

Chow ([chow@txstate.edu](mailto:chow@txstate.edu)): risk/exposure/vulnerability assessment, human dynamics, disaster scene analytics

Dixon ([rd11@txstate.edu](mailto:rd11@txstate.edu)): climatology, meteorology, hazards, oceanography, environmental geography, quantitative methods

Hagelman ([rh46@txstate.edu](mailto:rh46@txstate.edu)): environmental geography, natural hazards, disaster recovery, urban environment

Tiefenbacher ([jt04@txstate.edu](mailto:jt04@txstate.edu)): hazards, disasters, spatial impacts of disasters, adaptation, adjustment